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THAT'S ENOUGH!!!

We demand:
- An immediate end to all Corona measures! - A committee of 
inquiry to uncover all errors and deception!
Why masks are harmful, useless and degrading!
Why all "protective measures" were - and are - senseless from 
the outset!
Why the lockdown has more dead people on its conscience than 
Covid-19!

[IMPORTANT! THIS IS AN UNOFFICIAL ENGLISH AUTO-TRANSLATION]
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"Everyone knows that after only half an hour a mask is so soaked that it 
becomes a virus slingshot itself". Angela Merkel according to BILD from 
01.04.20201

"You can't stop the [Virus] with a mask. The specifications are not good." 
Prof. Dr. Christian Drosten in an interview at RBB (Rundfunk Berlin-
Brandenburg) from 30.01.20202.

The World Health Organization sees no benefit in the fight against the 
spread of the coronavirus in wearing a general mouth guard. There is no 
indication that this would be a gain, said the WHO's Director of 
Emergency Aid, Michael Ryan. Rather, there are additional risks if people 
remove the masks incorrectly and possibly become infected. "Our advice 
is, don't wear masks unless you're sick yourself," Ryan said. South Tyrol 
News March 30, 20203.



"First masks were unnecessary, then they were virus flingers, then they 
were a courtesy gesture, then they were an urgent imperative, and today 
there is a mask duty". Christian Lindner ,FDP4

"[I am] not wearing some rag in front of my face that is legally imposed on 
me and that is even dangerous, because it is more likely to lead to an 
infection through concentration of viruses [...] that accumulate in the 
fabric, and through improper putting on and taking off [...]. - Look at the 
Robert Koch Institute's instructions for putting on and taking off a mask. 
This is a highly complex process, if you don't want to run the risk of 
getting infected yourself. It's not just a shameful thing to do in front of 
your face, as some politicians put it, and that's why I get annoyed when 
they want to legally oblige us to do something that is scientific nonsense." 
- "I consider a legal obligation for non-functioning masks to be an 
indictment of a state, which thereby also thwarts its competence and 
makes itself ridiculous in my eyes." World Medical Association President 
Ulrich Montgomery5.

(1) https://www.bild.de/politik/inland/politik-inland/coronavirus-kontaktverbot-und-
beschraenkungen-bleiben-bis-nach-osterferien-69775950.bild.html. 
(2) YouTube: "Prof. Dr. Christian Drosten - The virus cannot be stopped with a mask" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7Ic_bbRkXQ. 
(3) suedtirolnews.it/chronicle/who-against-general-mouthguards. 
(4) Quoted from nachdenkseiten.de/ ?
p=60520&fbclid=IwAR2oxM8pYyZ76FmmSc4f_mJOQH6atSwc5NwrkMJrtwIN0wpF3H
P5v5q0dHc
(5) deutschlandfunk.de/weltaerztepraesident-montgomery-pflicht-fuer-nicht.
694.de.html?dram:article_id=475525.
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"Are you the terrible Corona dragon that all mankind fears?"

"Yes, I have a good publicist!"

image 2 caption
"You Schnuffi,
We humans have also had to wear a muzzle since April 27th because of the Corona 
virus!"

"Before the 27th.
wasn't the virus dangerous?”
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Dear reader!

"The observable effects and impacts of Covid19 do not provide sufficient 
evidence (solid evidence) that it is more than a false alarm in terms of health 
effects on society as a whole".
This sentence is taken from an 80-page analysis or evaluation of the Corona 
measures by Oberregierungsrat K., deputy head of the department for crisis 
management (critical infrastructure protection) in the Federal Ministry of the 
Interior.  Supported by a high-calibre, nine-member commission of experts - 
physicians, doctors, professors - K. prepared the analysis and sent it to 
superiors, colleagues and the interior ministries of the Länder. The 80-page 
document was then leaked to the public from one of these offices - and has 
been making the rounds throughout Germany ever since. Not without reason, 
because the explosive nature of the document is hard to beat.

The following are a few quotes from it: "The new virus probably never posed 



any danger to the population beyond the normal level (the usual death rate in 
Germany is a comparative figure). The people who die of Corona are mainly 
those who die statistically this year because they have reached the end of their 
lives and their weakened bodies can no longer withstand any random everyday 
exposure (including about 150 viruses currently in circulation). The danger of 
Covid-19 has been overestimated (no more than 250,000 deaths worldwide 
from Covid-19 within a quarter of a year, compared to 1.5 million deaths during 
the influenza wave in 2017/18)".

"The danger is apparently no greater than that of many other viruses. In all 
probability, we are dealing with a global false alarm that has gone undetected 
for a long time. This analysis result has been checked for scientific plausibility 
by KM4 (Crisis Management Department) and does not contradict [...] the data 
and risk assessments presented by the RKI.

"The collateral damage is now greater than the discernible benefit. This 
statement is not based on a comparison of material damage with personal 
injury (human life)! It is simply a comparison of previous deaths caused by the 
virus with deaths caused by the protective measures decreed by the state."

"The collateral damage of the Corona crisis is gigantic. A large part of this 
damage will even manifest itself in the near and distant future. This can no 
longer be prevented, but only limited.
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"The state-ordered protective measures as well as the manifold social activities 
and initiatives which, as original protective measures, caused collateral damage 
but have since lost all sense, are for the most part still in force. It is urgently 
recommended that they be completely abolished in the short term in order to 
avert harm from the population - in particular unnecessary additional deaths - 
and to stabilise the potentially precarious situation in critical infrastructure.

And last but not least, his conclusion: "From these findings it follows that the 
proportionality of interventions in the rights of citizens, for example, is currently 
not given, as the state has not carried out an appropriate weighing up of the 
consequences. The Federal Constitutional Court calls for an appropriate 
weighing of measures with negative consequences (PSPP ruling of 5 May 
2020)".

I don't even have to write an editorial today! Oberregierungsrat K. has already 
said all the essential things for me.

A newly founded association of doctors is even clearer in a public press 
release: "We Doctors for Enlightenment criticise the measures taken in the 



course of Covid-19 as excessive - they have nothing to do with an appropriate 
suppression of a virus! So: Who is actually suppressed here? We do not have 
the plague, and this year's corona virus, "SARS-CoV-2", behaves in the same 
way as seasonal flu viruses, which we actually have every year. This is good 
news. The bad news is that we are all experiencing panic. The Corona panic is a 
staging. It's a con artist's trick. It's high time we understood that we're in the 
middle of a worldwide and mafia-style crime. For evidence, there are extensive 
interviews with witnesses, e.g. by Professor Bhakdi or Dr. Wodarg. I can only 
invite you all to download these witness videos before the internet gets a 
Corona curfew as well.1".

It's worth watching the 50-minute press release on YouTube: "Press conference 
07.05.2020 Anselm Lenz, Henrik Söderkamp, Anne Höhne, Heiko Schöning, 
Walter Weber."

From all the above and from all the facts in the main article starting on page 7, it 
can be concluded with one hundred percent, irrefutable certainty that all 
restrictive measures and suspensions of fundamental rights were unfounded 
from the outset - factually, scientifically, medically, epidemiologically, ethically, 
legally, juridically - yet the government stubbornly sticks to them, linking 
minimal "loosening" with new, even worse measures (mouthguards, regulations 
in schools, in the catering industry, etc.).

So let's help the government by providing correct information and making well-
founded demands to restore the basic rights to their full extent! See you soon, 
all love, Michael
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Emails to the Editor

Media brainwashing
Good day Sabine, good day Michael, with great interest I read the expected 
article about Corona. You've done a great thing here! My highest appreciation 
for this article. I will sign every single line of it. I also think it is great of you to 
distribute this article as an e-mail.
After having read this great article in full, I have forwarded it with a personal 
letter to the AfD headquarters in Berlin, to the Compact editorial office and 
several other individuals with the request to distribute it further. We have sent 
this article as a mail attachment to many organisations, especially those 
affected by the measures, such as the hotel and restaurant association, the 
Chamber of Commerce, the retail association etc. - with a small covering letter 
and the request for further distribution. Against today's corona madness and 
the biggest media brainwashing, this is pretty much the only opportunity to 



defend our freedoms through education. I will gladly use my power for this 
within the scope of my possibilities. This is a matter of the heart, and I owe it to 
my father, who was prepared to fight for his country at the risk of his life. May 
God rest his soul!
In keeping with this, I would like to take advantage of your offer and hereby 
order 100 of the Corona dispatches for distribution, Reinhard

Panic boils up
Dear Mr Kent! Panic is really boiling up everywhere; people are massively afraid. 
I myself consider the virus to be harmless, but I feel that my freedom has been 
massively restricted by the drastic measures. That is what scares me. I only 
hope that everything will pass as quickly as possible. In any case, thanks again. 
You are always such a rock in the surf ! Have a nice week, Frauke.

Data garbage
Since I haven't read an article in which someone questions testing as such, I 
guess I'll have to do it myself. Because all this testing is nonsense.
Testing is not good for the patient. Patients are treated for symptoms, not test 
results. A patient without symptoms does not need to be treated and a patient 
with severe shortness of breath gets respiratory assistance, no matter what the 
virus is called.
Second, there is no gain in knowledge because the subjects were not chosen at 
random, it was not a randomized study. In addition, the number of tests was not 
recorded (not provided for in the Infection Protection Act). Without knowing the 
total number of tests (population), the number of positive tests in a dynamic 
pandemic is just data garbage.
3. testing does not help to contain an epidemic. In the case of a real epidemic/
pandemic, 5 to 15 million German citizens would be infected during the peak 
phase. You can't test that anymore and you can't quarantine 15 million people. 
Martin (Letter via Facebook)

One million
Dear Micah! I have been working for more than 20 years in the field of health 
and lifestyle in the alternative sector. In my work with patients in physiotherapy, 
I have provided information about water, nutrition, personal hygiene, 
vaccinations, but also about politics, government and the future. You could say 
I was a peaceful ambassador. These very days, the dribbling of individuals is no 
longer enough to change global events in our favour. I therefore ask all those 
who feel that they are being addressed by the Corona Dispatch, the Politics 
Dispatch or other dispatches to reorder a few of each and pass them on to 
neighbours, acquaintances or unknown persons. Or simply distribute the 
magazines in a few mailboxes. I would be very happy if we, as a group of 
dispatch readers, were to have one million Corona magazines distributed. Do 
you think we can do that? Love, Michaela.

Walking into a wall



Dear Sabine and Michael, I talk about Corona every day with many patients. 
And I can now say with certainty that the patients, who mainly watch TV, are 
still scared to death of Corona. And all of them are eagerly waiting for the 
vaccination!!
All the others who use alternative media are quite well informed about the scam 
and have a good idea of what is really going on. In my attempts to inform the 
"TV people", I have noticed that I am walking a wall - and that means: "I am not 
an expert, and I have to believe what the experts say! And if they say that it's 
dangerous, then I'd rather believe them than you, because you are not an 
expert from TV! (Of course they don't say that, but they think it.) My conclusion 
from many conversations is: We need a flyer that takes away people's fear that 
it is a deadly, very contagious disease. On the flyer many experts have to be 
quoted, but not only with names, because it doesn't tell these people anything 
(only us), but with description of the qualifications of these other experts, who 
are not allowed to speak on TV. Because these people are totally believers in 
authority. And only when their fear turns at least into doubt, better into 
disappointment or anger, these people will not run for vaccination like the 
lemmings - or all the other sh... obedient to all other sh... If too many get 
vaccinated voluntarily, I fear that there will not be enough resistance against it, 
if you are only allowed to travel with a vaccination card, go to the disco, to the 
swimming pool etc. Then some could start to totter and give up, so my fear.
I want to reach the TV viewers, and I think they would read flyers. The muse 
hasn't really kissed me yet. I don't have the right text yet, but you might? Best 
regards, Vera (MD)

[quotes in in text boxes]:

Everyone's suffering from the corona crisis? All of them? No, because ten percent of 
the world's richest people made $51 billion last week alone.
Source: Forbes magazine, April 11, 2020: "10 Billionaires Gained $ 51 Billion This 
Week.

This killer virus is very special and is mainly transmitted by television, radio and 
newspapers.
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[…emails to the editor continued] 

The Third World War is silent
Basically, I'm stunned. And sad. There is a war on human dignity. There is an 



attack on the intelligence of every human being. Many succumb to the attack, 
some resist. Those who show the right gesture of submission are spared. 
Humiliation is called "reasonable action". Have we all gone mad? Is the world 
once again standing at the abyss of human dignity, as it did during the past 
wars? In the known wars, there were millions of human bodies that were 
slaughtered. That is why we speak of battlefields. They still exist today. Man is 
man's greatest enemy. Today in Germany they put people in jail because they 
speak their mind or even the truth. Today, people are first censored in the 
social media, but this is not a bad thing. One is slowly prepared for a new 
fascist state, and every alert soul notices what is going on in the country. We 
remember: We have just got the GDR behind us. What's next?
It's war. Today's war is silent. There are no battlefields and no revolutions, no 
single dictators who oppress a people. The Third World War is fought 
differently. Those who believe the rulers mean well will not be censored, but 
courted in the mass media. The propaganda media have always existed. Today 
they are so brushed that they expose "conspiracy theories" everywhere. They 
see this as their mission, it gives them legitimacy. They are not able to 
recognize that they themselves have been spreading highly official conspiracy 
theories all day long. Lying is practical as long as nobody can see through it. 
Acts of violence are acceptable as long as they are declared inevitable. The 
state has always had the right to violence. The secret services all over the 
world operate beyond the law anyway. 
And who wants surveillance instruments installed everywhere, on our streets, in 
our houses, in our mobile phones and computers? And even our bodies? Who 
wants that? Poverty reigns in the souls of men. An inner, suffocated cry for 
justice and truthfulness can be heard softly in some places. When will humanity 
awaken from its trauma? Marc Schaub

Wake-up call
Hello Sabine, the current dispatch is like a wake-up call! I am deeply impressed 
and speechless! Many times we wondered, "How can this be?" Your work has 
been with us for a long time and we are happy that you exist! Please continue. It 
is sooo important! LG, Diane

What values are conveyed after Corona?
Dear friends, parents, teachers, educators, scientists, artists and generally ... 
dear fellow citizens and contemporaries. I, Gina Gonsior, born in 1956, 
puppeteer, project manager, founder of the foundation and educator with heart 
and soul, have a big problem: What values should I convey to the children, 
teenagers and young adults entrusted to me after Corona? Until now, the 
mature citizen with personal responsibility, initiative, creativity and the 
discovery of one's own potential have been important educational goals. The 
most important means of achieving this was participation, i.e. thinking along 
with others, having a say, co-determination in all decisions that are important 
for living together. What do I experience at the moment: totalitarian state power 
marked by rules, punishment, paternalism, house arrest, prohibitions, lies, 



scare tactics: all facts from the so-called "black pedagogy" of the last century. 
Here in Cilento (Southern Italy) there is, as far as I know, 0,0 Corona! But 
everyone walks around with a mask on, although nobody knows why - and what 
this is all about! It has become difficult to hold an opinion that does not 
correspond to the opinion prescribed from above. "Guided thought" is what my 
friend Michael calls it. It's almost like saying to a child, "Do you want Grandma 
and Grandpa to die?" Of course the child doesn't want that. "So be good, or 
else... - "If you don't, then..." I feel like an underage boy in a poorly-run 
boarding school, where I keep quiet for fear of punishment, but am bursting 
with rage over this abuse of power.

Do the work!
Dear Michael, after reading the current dispatch I simply have to tell you that 
the message has arrived. What do I do with it? Well, first of all I have the feeling 
that I can't turn fast enough to get the urgency of spreading this information 
into my head. Secondly, I really have to be careful not to let myself be captured 
by my anger - against those ignorant people who don't want to see. But the 
resistance against it only makes you stick to it more firmly. Thirdly, I see it the 
same way: only the complete clarification of the matter, exact place, exact time, 
exact circumstances, dissolves the thing and lets us be free of it! Well, it won't 
be like before, a deceptive certainty, long, long ago announced in the 
dispatches. So no one can say they didn't know that - and that in turn has 
always kept me on the mailing list. And that is exactly what has allowed the 
message to get through to me: If I/we do not take it into our own hands, it will 
not happen - there will be no freedom. And I really want to thank you for this 
impulse. So spread this dispatch by e-mail, stay cheerful - and do the 
necessary work! Best wishes, Uwe



[text box]
Imagine there's panic everywhere and you just don't cooperate!

[text box]
Can we uninstall 2020 and reinstall again?
This version has a virus!
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THAT'S ENOUGH!!!
An article by Michael Kent

Stop it! Enough! There is no longer any medical, epidemiological, factual, 
ethical or legal justification for the Corona regulations. A ban on contact, 
keeping away from each other, a ban on going out, a ban on visiting, a travel 
ban, the closing of borders, shops, restaurants, hotels, schools and day-care 
centres, disinfection in everyday life, gloves, masks, the closing of wards for 
other patients, etc. Measures were wrong from the outset, ineffective, 
contradictory in themselves, but above all inhuman, counterproductive and in 



many ways destructive. The reason for these absurd decisions is easy to find: 
From the outset, our government has listened to a tiny circle of questionable 
advisers, while it deliberately ignores, suppresses and censors the voices of 
hundreds of experts of the highest repute. The official figures confirm what 
these independent experts stress: In the real world, beyond virological scare 
tactics, misrepresented statistics, political dogma, one-sided reporting and 
exaggerated TV scare tactics, there is no health crisis, no threat greater than 
any flu epidemic. We therefore call in the strongest terms for an immediate end 
to all measures, the immediate repeal of all Corona regulations or the full 
restoration of all fundamental rights - as well as a committee of inquiry to 
uncover all errors and deception in order to make sham pandemics like Corona 
(and its consequences) impossible for all future.

Push panic!
The first principle in any dangerous situation is: avoid panic! Every nurse, 
ambulance driver, epidemiologist learns this in basic training. The first 
announcement to the population is: Keep calm!
The German government now practised, with the active support of the mass 
media, the exact opposite. From the very first day it deliberately created panic, 
spoke of an immensely high potential for infection, of double-digit death rates, 
of exponential spread, of killer viruses ...

In the media, the latest shock news about Corona was broadcast hourly, one 
special broadcast followed the next. The broadcasters tried to outdo each other 
with horror news, showing mountains of body bags, army vehicles carrying 
away the dead*, cruise ship passengers who were locked up on ships, empty 
streets in a Chinese metropolis of millions, overworked doctors, exhausted 
hospital staff, overcrowded clinics and intensive care units. No horror scenario 
was left out. And they report in perfect unison. No runaways, no other mentions 
or dissenting interlocutors. One could have put all the newspapers on top of 
each other, they would have been almost congruent, they could have run all the 
TV channels simultaneously, they would have said more or less the same thing 
in unison.

*Contrary to official reports, the pictures of army transporters taking corpses away 
from Bergamo in northern Italy did not come about because undertakers and 
crematoria were overburdened, but because they refused to come into contact with 
the corpses and remove them because of the horrific reports of risk of infection and 
contagion.
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[quote ]
"One of the most important tools for exercising power is the systematic 



creation of fear".
Professor of Psychology Rainer Mausfeld (*1949)

Always the same politicians and experts blathered about allegedly exponential 
fall and death curves, lack of cures, vaccines, insufficient hospital capacity, 
possibly "years of restrictions" ...

So the exact opposite of what every crisis management guide recommends, 
what every trainee in a health profession, what every aspiring doctor, etc. 
learns as the most important rule was done. If the basic, generally valid 
guideline is not only violated but turned into its opposite, mistakes, stupidity, 
surprise, short-circuiting actions etc. are no longer sufficient as an explanation.

An internal strategy paper of the Verfassungsschutz confirms this1. As early as 
March, it advised the federal government to work with the horror scenario of 
"over one million dead in 2020" in order to deliberately stir up panic among the 
population. The "worst case "* had to be made "unmistakably, resolutely and 
transparently" clear "with all the consequences for the population in Germany". 
If one were to focus only on falling mortality, people would think: "Well, that's 
how we get rid of the old people who are dragging our economy down, there 
are already too many of us on earth anyway, and with a little luck I'll inherit 
earlier" (an insightful way of thinking that the Office for the Protection of the 
Constitution has).

In order to achieve the "desired shock effect", however, the concrete effects of 
an infestation on society would have to be made clear. Pictures would have to 
be drawn, according to which many relatives would take their seriously ill 
patients to hospital, but would be turned away there. They would then die at 
home in agony and gasping for air. To suffocate or not to get enough air is a 
primal fear for every human being. The situation of not being able to do 
anything to help relatives who are in danger of dying is also a primal fear for 
everyone.

In the same paper, the Office for the Protection of the Constitution predicts a 
two-month curfew, a return of the epidemic in the second half of the year in 
even more dramatic dimensions, and a recurrence in the following year (the 
Office for the Protection of the Constitution thus predicts future flu waves in 
autumn and spring - magically).

Allegedly, Federal Minister of the Interior Horst Seehofer had a group of ten 
experts draw up secret instructions for corona mass hysteria. Seehofer's 
sorcerer's apprentices openly admit: the population is to be made compliant, 
the willingness to bear the initial restrictions is to be increased2. The effect was 
not long in coming. Merkel spoke of the "greatest challenge since the Second 
World War". Seehofer feared "millions dead". And also the reference in the 



horror script to the "Spanish flu "* with 50 million dead worldwide was taken up 
by the media several times3 .

[image caption}
*Spanish flu is considered the most severe flu epidemic of all time. It raged from the 
end of 1918 to the beginning of 1920 and is said to have cost some 25-50 million 
people their lives. However, the theory that it was caused by a dangerous pathogen 
cannot be sustained. For example, 62 delinquent sailors and 50 prison inmates were 
artificially infected with the so-called pathogen (against impunity) - but none of them 
fell ill! Also, the geographical origin and course were completely unclear/untypical, 
the flu broke out on several continents simultaneously. In fact, the "Spanish flu" was 
on the one hand the result of undersupply, hunger, fear of death, survival and 
existence, lack of hygiene etc. in the aftermath of the First World War, but on the 
other hand it was also the result of mass vaccinations (especially among soldiers) 
with unreliable vaccines against smallpox and typhoid. Several critical contemporary 
witnesses (doctors) reported independently of each other that only vaccinated 
persons fell ill with the "Spanish Group". Detailed information on this can be found at 
impf-report.com/download/impf-report_2005.pdf

*Worst case: describes the worst or the most unfavourable (to be assumed) case.
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[quote] "Historically, the most horrific
Things like war, genocide or slavery not out of disobedience, but out of 
obedience."
Professor Howad Zinn (1922-2010), historian and political scientist

Something similar became known from the environment of the Austrian 
chancellor. "According to an internal protocol, Sebastian Kurz is said to have 
spoken out in a meeting on 12 March in favour of increasing the population's 
caution with drastic statements. Kurz made it clear that people should be afraid 

http://impf-report.com/download/impf-report_2005.pdf


of contagion or of parents or grandparents dying.4 According to the minutes, 
he also expressed concern "that he does not yet feel any real concern among 
the population.5".

What does this tell us about the real threat "from Corona" if the fear of it has to 
be artificially stirred up in the population first?

And what does it tell us about the government's intentions if it artificially 
triggers and intensifies panic among the population instead of preventing or 
containing it?

Hospital overload
"Since neither vaccination nor specific therapy is currently available, all 
measures must be taken to delay the further spread of the virus. The aim is to 
reduce the overall burden on the health care system by slowing down the 
spread of infection, to avoid peak loads and to ensure medical care.6" This is 
the justification in the Bavarian General Decree for the suspension of basic 
rights through lockdown, drastic protective and containment measures, border 
closures, distance rules, bans on visits (hospitals, nursing homes, etc.), 
closures of shops, restaurants, schools and kindergartens, etc.

"The Federal Government has [...] announced guidelines which should 
contribute to slowing down the persistent infection rate7", it is said in Lower 
Saxony. A press release of the Federal Government of 27 April confirms the 
same pattern8 in retrospect: "Through the restrictions we have achieved that 
the rate of infection in Germany has decreased. And the draft amendment to 
the Infection Protection Act states: "In order to prevent destabilization of the 
entire health care system, the Federal Government will be able to intervene 
quickly with protective measures."

And finally, an official brochure of the federal government mentions slowing 
down the spread of the infection as the primary goal in dealing with the Covid 
19 pandemic10.
The consensus between the government and epidemiology is that the spread of 
the infection to the population cannot be stopped, but that it can be delayed. 
Overall, however, the same total amount of infection, cases, diseases and 
deaths (with or without lockdown) can be expected in the end - only the time 
frame changes.

I simply have to repeat this now, because it is so wonderfully illogical:

(1) The main objective of all measures is to avoid a possible overloading of the 
health care system.
(2) There is currently no specific therapy available for Covid-19.
(3) It is not possible to stop or prevent the spread of the virus, the infestation of 
the population, but at best to slow it down. Sooner or later, all people will 



nevertheless come into contact with the virus (become infected).

[image caption]
Oh no, Your Glory, you must
...not bludgeon him! Our scientists could create an atmosphere of
Creating fear! Something invisible, ghosts or a new "sickness" for all I care. 
Something terrible enough for them to voluntarily give up their rights,
lock themselves up and denounce their neighbors. You could legitimize your rule 
forever!
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[quote]
"The immune system of humans cannot be strengthened by being locked 
away and wearing masks. A healthy immune system needs contact with 
the environment (viruses, bacteria, etc.), a balanced, immune-boosting 
diet (vitamins, minerals, etc.) - and above all
you need contact with other people."
Marion Dammberg, consciousness coach

Notice anything different? Why should the health care system be overloaded at 
all, if there is no therapy anyway!? If there is no therapy, and there really is no 
therapy (even according to orthodox medical doctrine), then one could just as 
well advise people: Stay at home, go to bed if you get it and cure yourself at 
home. If the fever gets too high, make compresses, strengthen your immune 



system and take high doses of vitamin C, D or similar.

But to the core point: The decisive reason for the lockdown, for all new laws, 
regulations, decrees or for the suspension of basic rights has been dropped - 
or did not exist at any time, because German hospitals were/are empty!

"On April 22, a good 57 percent of the reported intensive care beds were 
occupied. Even for areas with regional centres of infection, intensive medical 
care for people seriously ill with Covid-19 was guaranteed at all times. In no 
federal state is the occupancy rate of the reported intensive care beds 
currently over 70 percent," writes the Federal Government11,12.

"To this day, a large part of the hectically vacated intensive care beds in clinics 
are empty. Word has got around that the initial forecasts of an unchecked 
exponential spread of the allegedly completely new coronavirus were greatly 
exaggerated. The all-clear is in the air, accompanied by admonitions not to give 
up the contact ban too quickly. But did they really help prevent a medical 
catastrophe? Largely unnoticed data from the Robert Koch Institute suggest 
that the trend was reversed even before the toughest countermeasures, such 
as school closures and assembly bans. And that SARS-CoV-2 only plays a 
partial role in the diseases that are the focus of attention - like the different 
viruses every year during the flu season!" says Dr. Johannes Wollbold, systems 
biologist and mathematician13.

The President of the German Hospital Association, Dr. Gerald Gaß, adds: "We 
expect the German Chancellor to be allowed to resume the drastically 
postponed hospital treatments. [...] People are in danger of dying because they 
are not treated in time because of Corona. [...] We have 150,000 free hospital 
beds and about 10,000 free intensive care beds.14".

The fact that the problem of hospital congestion never existed from the outset 
is confirmed by the research of the renowned virologist Prof. Hendrik Streeck. 
The director of the Institute for Virology and HIV Research at the Medical 
Faculty of the University of Bonn was also the only one to date who, together 
with his team, conducted a serious corona field study. In the village of Gangelt 
in the North Rhine-Westphalian district of Heinsberg, which is particularly badly 
affected by corona, he investigated the corona processes in all participating 
households and researched the infection paths and chains of infection. The 
results were astonishing: - 15 percent of all those examined were already 
immune in March 2020. - The mortality rate of those infected (so-called 
lethality*) was 0.37 percent. - The overall mortality* in the population was 0.06 
percent. - Infection did not occur through simple personal contact, but almost 
exclusively during major events.

*Lethality/mortality: Lethality measures the mortality among the sick, whereas 
mortality measures the mortality within the total population (lat. lethalis: leading to 
death, letum: death, or lat. mortalis: mortal).



[image caption]
In Shanghai, intravenously administered vitamin C was used with great success in 
Covid-19 cases of pneumonia. Of 359 cases, 359 were cured - none died! As a rule, 
doses of 10,000 to 20,000 mg vitamin C were administered intravenously over a 
period of 7-10 days. In an extremely severe case of extreme danger to life, 50,000 mg 
were administered. He also survived. All cases had a hospital stay shortened by three 
to five days.
Source: http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v16n18.shtml
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[quote]
"Corona is nothing but a psychosis.
The civilized world of our planet has gone completely mad! Politicians are 
using the crisis to their advantage."
Aliaksandr Lukashenka (*1954) President of Belarus

In the Lanz broadcast of April 9, Streeck said: "We have been observing the 
virus for a very long time and very closely how it behaves in some sections of 
the population. We made a representative sample. We invited 1,010 citizens 
(600 households) to take part in this study and used antibodies to test whether 
someone has immunity to the virus, i.e. whether they have ever had the 
infection before. What we found was a 15% immunity in the population. [...] 
What I found really interesting was the lethality*, i.e. how many of those 
infected actually die from it. That's 0.37 percent. This is the first time you can 
draw conclusions about how the virus will behave in the population as a whole. 
[...] The lethality* of the virus, i.e. how many of those infected die from the 
virus, will be the same everywhere in Germany, and the total mortality* that we 
found, i.e. how many of the total population could die from this virus, will not 
change - which we have put at 0.06 percent.

So, the first serious objective study on corona has found a mortality rate of 
0.06 percent of the total population. This is highly interesting because, 
according to Wikipedia, Germany currently has 83,149,300 inhabitants. 0.06 

http://orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v16n18.shtml


percent of this corresponds to 49,889 people. At the latest since April 9th 
(actually since mid-March) one knew that "on" (actually: "with") Corona in 
Germany a maximum of 49,889 people could die. At the same time there are 
28,000 intensive care beds in Germany15 . The danger of a catastrophic 
overload of the German hospital system never existed from the very beginning. 
Even if the maximum number of 49,889 corona intensive care cases had been 
reached, they would (1) never have occurred simultaneously, but would have 
been spread over several months, and (2) a certain percentage of them would 
have died outside a hospital. In other words: By the end of March at the latest, 
all containment measures could have been lifted in good conscience or would 
not have had to be introduced in the first place.

Always 15 percent anyway
Also revealing are those 15 percent who had "already" built up an immunity in 
antibody tests. Why? Because this is the value that Wolfgang Wodarg also 
emphasizes16: "We have more and more new viruses in the world every year. If 
the same viruses came every year, our immune system would recognize them 
and then they would not make us sick. That's why they always have to change a 
bit, and that's why we have new variants every year - and there are about 100 
different types of viruses, and they change all the time. So far, we have hardly 
paid any attention to which viruses now cause this flu or cold, or whatever you 
want to call it. But there have been studies, for example over several years in 
Glasgow. At one time, the tests that were carried out observed 8 or 10 different 
viruses - and there were always corona viruses involved. From 2005 to 2013 
they looked at which pathogens were present. The corona viruses were present 
every year - and they always have a percentage of 7 to 15 percent. It fluctuates 
slightly. So it's normal that there is always a large percentage of corona 
viruses."

This is exactly what Streeck's study found: At the beginning of the corona 
crisis, in mid-March, 15 percent of the participants in the study had already 
formed antibodies against the "new" corona viruses, which at that time should 
hardly have been present in the population. However, they were - because 
corona viruses make the rounds in every flu epidemic - and always account for 
7 to 15 percent of the general flu epidemic. Since antibodies can only be 
measured about two weeks after the beginning of an infection, the actual 
infection must have taken place at the end of February - or earlier. So if the 
corona viruses are not as new as claimed, so that 15 percent of the population 
have already been able to build up antibodies, if everything is exactly the same 
as every year anyway, what justifies these extreme measures in 2020?

Infection routes
Another interesting aspect of Streeck's field study was the paths of infection 
identified. This is because the infection did not occur at the hairdresser's, in a 
restaurant, on the bus or the subway, but only where people had been in very 
close contact with each other for hours. The team also tested surfaces and 



could not detect any active virus: neither on mobile phones, door handles, 
washbasins nor cats, even in highly infectious families.
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What is the difference between the Lotto numbers and the Corona 
numbers? The lotto numbers are determined under notarial supervision.

Streeck said literally: "Protecting yourself with a surgical mask is useless. There 
is no danger of infecting yourself or anyone else while shopping. We can see 
how the infections have taken place. This was not in the supermarket or in the 
restaurant. It was at the party, at the après-ski in Ischgl, it was in the trumpet in 
Berlin (dance club), in the bar, it was at the Kappenkarneval in Gangelt and at 
the exuberant football matches in Bergamo. There are examples all over the 
world where we have the big breakouts. But it didn't come from a supermarket, 
it didn't come from a butcher or a restaurant, it came from being together for a 
long time."

Ergo, only long-term, close contact with infected people leads to potential 
infection. According to the findings of Streeck's study, the only sensible 
measures (within the framework of conventional medicine) would have been to 
ban major events at which many people sit or stand next to each other for a 
long time in a confined space, i.e. concerts (especially in closed rooms), 
parties, nightclubs, etc.

Restrictions on going out, however, travel bans (with restrictions), contact 
bans, visiting bans, assembly bans (with restrictions), keeping away (with 
restrictions), the closure of small shops and restaurants were, according to the 
findings of Streeck's study, largely unfounded and pointless from the outset!

Doubling period and reproduction rate
Shortly before the start of the lockdown, Minister of Health Spahn announced 
that currently the number of cases is doubling every 4 to 5 days, and that the 
containment measures could only be relaxed if the doubling of the number of 
cases took more than 10 days. "Unfortunately", however, this was already the 
case days later, which is why it was hurried to make it 14 days17. Today we have 
a doubling period of more than 40 days, yet the measures will not be lifted!



[image caption]
Germany in 2020: "Illegal haircutting in the basement", "You went for a walk in the 
fresh air with a person who does not belong to your household: fine € 500,--" (2nd 
from left:) as well as (below) call of the police for denunciation.
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So they dug out the so-called reproduction number. This must fall below 1, 
which means that on average an infected person infects a maximum of one 
further person, so that there is no accelerated increase in the number of cases. 
However, hardly had the 1 (and less) been reached when the measures were 
not lifted, but instead a general mask requirement was introduced on 27 April. 
Only two days later, the RKI made a meek statement saying that it had 
miscalculated and that the reproduction figure was currently only 0.7519. What 
did Merkel & Co do on the same day? They decided to extend the ban on 
contact until 10 May - currently extended to 5 June 202020. And what new limit 
value has now been conjured out of a hat? Let's listen to Annegret Kramp-
Karrenbauer: "Talking about massive loosening now, with 2000 new infections a 
day, is a bet that's risky". The number of new infections per day must continue 
to fall before further relaxation can take place. She mentioned a target of 1000, 
or better still 600 or 500 new infections per day21. This approach suggests 
that the restrictive measures are not to be lifted at all.



[image caption]
Figure 1: Ratio of number of tests / corona cases Figures of the Robert Koch Institute 
(RKI)

Apart from this, we have known since the last [Kent] dispatch that the number 
of new infections, the reproduction number, the doubling period, etc. are not 
scientifically valid benchmarks, as these figures depend solely on how many 
tests are carried out and do not tell us anything about the actual development 
of infection (Fig. 1).
This is exactly what is expressed in an appeal by the "local family doctors", 
which hundreds of family doctors have signed. In it, they make the following 
demand to politics and science, among others: "Determine the quality of the 
tests used. This includes explaining them in such a way that medical laypersons 
can interpret them, i.e. not to publish test results without explaining the 
connection with the number of people tested, those who died "with a positive 
test" - compared to those who died of (and not with!) Covid-19, such as those 
who died in Hamburg.22".

The investigative journalist Paul Schreyer puts it no less clearly: "Until now the 
RKI and the German government have avoided collecting and publishing the 
number of corona tests carried out in Germany every week. Instead, fear and 
panic were stirred up with case numbers taken out of context. Official data now 
prove for the first time that the rapid increase in the number of cases is mainly 
due to an increase in the number of tests.23" (Fig. 1)

Is it any wonder that the new legislative package on "containing corona" (more 
likely to spread corona) as the "most important measure" recommends 



increased testing? Spahn has announced that 1.5 million tests are to be carried 
out per week - about four times as many as at present.

[image1 caption]
 So, so... visit the grandmother?! That'll be 250,- Eur.

[image caption 2]
 And here again the live drawing of the Corona numbers for this week!
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[quote]
 "To see people defending this government with its policy of plundering 
and incapacitating the people of this country is much like seeing a cow 
applauding a butcher." (unknown)

With this approach (increased testing on ever new target groups), the 
population could be kept in a lockdown forever, at least over the summer, until 
the "second corona wave" predicted by Drosten, Verfassungsschutz & Co. 
finally arrives in autumn.

In reality, however, there are only two legitimate measures that can be used as 
a legal basis or justification for measures restricting fundamental rights (and 
only for a limited period of time):

(1) Dramatic excess of hospital capacity.
(2) Significant excess mortality.

Both is and was never given. Hospitals were and are understaffed, the feared 



corona wave did not occur (not because of the lockdown, but because flu 
waves flatten out on their own after a few weeks) - and according to official 
figures, there is even a level of undermortality in Germany at present (up to and 
including calendar week 17), i.e. fewer people are dying at present (in the 
period of the corona crisis) than in the comparable periods of previous years24.
"The European 'Mortality Monitor', to which all deaths are reported weekly, is 
currently showing undermortality. The feared rush to hospitals has also failed 
to materialise. There is therefore no reliable data to justify the severity of the 
interventions. [...] This is undoubtedly the largest re-deployment program ever 
in peacetime. The beneficiaries will be soldiers of fortune and subsidy hunters, 
who are looking for loopholes in the coarsely knit laws. Industries such as 
delivery services or medical equipment manufacturers, who cannot be blamed 
for this, will also benefit. Everyone else will lose, especially the taxpayers. In 
retrospect, we all have to pay for it," said Professor Dr. Stefan Homburg, 
Director of the Institute for Public Finances at the Leibniz University in Hanover 
in 'Rundblick Niedersachsen'25a,b.

As we have known since the end of March, the reproduction rate fell below 1 
even before the introduction of the lockdown (Fig. 2) - and has remained below 
it since then, with minor fluctuations. Two things can be deduced from this: 
Firstly, the lockdown was not necessary and secondly, it was not effective 
because the reproduction number did not fall any further as a result of the 
lockdown! Today, May 12th, it even lies at only 0.5926. The flu-, uh excuse me, 
corona wave is over! The legally relevant criteria have never been met (hospital 
overload and excess mortality). A continuation of the corona measures cannot 
be justified.

A question of law
Five renowned scientists, the microbiologist Prof. Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, the 
immunologist Prof. Dr. Stefan Hockertz, the statistician Prof. Dr. Stefan 
Homberg, the business economist Prof. Dr. Werner Müller and the psychologist 
Prof. Dr. Harald Walach (haralwalach. de), justify their public inquiry to the 
parliamentary groups of the German Bundestag with the words26b: "We are 5 
professors of different disciplines and come to the conclusion that the 
government's reactions to the Covid-19 pandemic are not proportionate in view 
of the threats it poses. We ask you to address the questions asked at the end 
of the text to the Federal Government in the context of a parliamentary 
question. The motto of the text is: The damage of a therapy must not be 
greater than the damage of the disease! In the face of massive restrictions on 
fundamental rights, the state has a responsibility to explain the justification to 
its citizens time and again. The weighing up of the pros and cons of the 
measures must be explained in a comprehensible manner. They are only 
permissible if they are absolutely necessary to protect an outstandingly 
important legal good, if they are proportionate and there is no milder remedy. 
Measures that are not suitable for achieving the objective cannot be necessary, 
let alone mandatory.



[image caption]
Figure 2: Reproduction number RKI chart from Epidemiological Bulletin 17
Reproduction count / Lockdown
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[quote]
"This decade will go down in the history of historians as the decade in 
which a completely dumbed-down humanity - based on political and 
media lies and complete denial of reality - has itself very actively helped 
to take away its own human rights.” Andy Franke, free media portal

When fundamental rights are massively restricted or suspended, as is currently 
the case, the state has the duty to explain and prove. It may only intervene with 
appropriate measures - and only for a limited period! Thus the Federal 
Constitutional Court has indeed given priority to the protection of life and limb 
over the basic rights (freedom of assembly, freedom of travel etc.) which may 
have to be suspended to protect against infection, but this restriction is limited 
until 19 April27. And that has now been over for a while!

The legislator is under pressure to act. They now have to prove, first, that 
Covid-19 is as highly contagious as it claims to be (which it is not), that it really 
does spread very quickly (which it does not) and that it is potentially fatal 
(which it is not), and second, that the measures taken were necessary, 
appropriate and proportionate, so that no milder means would have been 
possible.

This has also been expressly emphasized by the Federal Constitutional Court. 
According to the judges in Karlsruhe, the state now has to prove how 
dangerous Covid-19 really is, i.e. clearly demonstrate and prove on the basis of 



real figures. Not any possible loosening of restrictions would have to be 
justified, but the continuation of the restrictions27.

We can therefore be curious to see how the responsible parties will pull 
themselves out of the affair, because the real figures show that Corona 
behaves no differently from any acute wave of colds or flu, from any other 
infectious respiratory event. There is an increase, which then flattens out again 
by itself at some point, because a certain immunity has formed in society. The 
dangerous situation, which is absolutely necessary for a state intervention, 
cannot be proven on the basis of real events.
The same is emphasized by the 5 above-mentioned scientists in their question: 
"We doubt that there is any special threat to the population and even to the risk 
groups. At the beginning of 2017, 25,243 more people died during a flu 
epidemic in the 80+ age group than in the same period in 2016. At the 
beginning of 2018, 23,971 more people in this age group died during another flu 
epidemic than in the same period in 2016. In the summer of 2018, 9,585 more 
people died during a heat wave than in the same period in 2016. To date, less 
than 8,000 deaths have been registered in Germany in connection with the 
Corona crisis. "In the case of Covid-19 infections, no conditions that deviate 
significantly from this normal course have been observed to date," the 
scientists continue26b.

This was underpinned on 28 April by a landmark ruling of the Saarland 
Constitutional Court, which declared significant parts of the corona restrictions 
in Saarland unconstitutional28 . Currently, there would no longer be any valid 
reasons for the unrestricted continuation of the strict Saarland regulation. A 
comparison of the infection and mortality rates in the German Länder with and 
without an initial restriction has also not led to any conclusions regarding the 
effectiveness of the initial restriction. It was not the citizen who had to justify 
why he wanted to exercise a fundamental right, but the state had to justify why 
and for how long it encroached on fundamental rights, according to the judges 
in the Saarland29 .

The Swedish health expert Johan Giesecke, who also works as a consultant for 
the WHO, believes that Germany is ruining the whole country with the 
lockdown, while no human life is saved by it. There is no scientific evidence that 
a complete lockdown has positive effects on infection control30. The lockdown 
merely shifts the dead into the future31 (see reasoning at the beginning of the 
article).
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This was recently confirmed by researchers from ETH Zurich in a sensational 
study which showed that curfews are one of the least effective measures32.
Countries without curfews and contact bans, such as Japan, South Korea and 



Sweden, have not experienced a more negative trend than other countries. 
Japan has 43 million more inhabitants than Germany and a higher population 
density. The country scores extremely well with 17,000 cases (Germany 
180,000) and not even 800 official deaths (Germany 8,000). Sweden has even 
been praised by the WHO as an exemplary model and now benefits from high 
immunity33 .

Not only the actual figures and hundreds of experts worldwide support this 
view, but even the highest European epidemic authority, ECDC, which 
estimates the risk to the general population of Covid-19 outside the risk group 
(elderly people with pre-existing disease) as low to moderate, and thus sees no 
justification for further restrictions of fundamental rights34 . Ergo: All measures 
were and are not justified by anything. This lack of any comprehensible 
justification also applies to an almost surreal extent to the most recent and so 
far last arbitrary act in the Corona dream theatre:

Keep your mouth covered.
Practically all the main actors in the Corona Theatre agreed until recently that 
wearing a mouth and nose protector is stupid - starting with theatre director 
Merkel, who thought that masks were "virus-slingers", through the virus 
protagonist Drosten, who said that a mask would "not stop the virus", that the 
technical specifications were "not good", about the President of the World 
Medical Association, Montgomery, who described the obligation to wear a mask 
as "cheap activism "35 and even had plenty of obscene words for it. Even the 
WHO advised against it (see quotations on page 2).

Almost all medical experts worldwide - doctors, virologists, epidemiologists - 
agree on this point for once: the general obligation to wear masks is grotesque, 
has fatal social and psychological consequences and in itself represents a 
considerable health risk. Wanting to keep viruses away with a breathing mask is 
similar to trying to keep flies away from your property with a wire mesh fence. 
Why masks were made compulsory at the end of an epidemic is just one of 
many unsolved mysteries.

But perhaps this mystery unravels when one considers the date from which 
general compulsory masks were introduced in Germany: April 27, that is, 
exactly on the day when 25 million masks - from China, of all countries - 
arrived in Germany. They had already been ordered there in mid-March36. 
Nightingale, I hear you clumping!

The lawyer Ralf Ludwig thinks that the obligation to wear masks is also legally 
impracticable. Because for such masks to be of any use at all, they would have 
to be used professionally. That would mean, for example, washing your hands 
before putting them on and after taking them off. Therefore, every supermarket 
would have to offer a washbasin. As soon as the masks are soaked through, you 
have to take them off, but this is not possible if you are in the supermarket or in 



the subway etc. In purely practical terms, people cannot follow the 
recommendations. Also anwalt.de took the mask obligation under the 
magnifying glass: "The result of the examination is that the mask obligation [...] 
represents a disproportionate, thus illegal interference in the general freedom 
of action according to Article 2 of the German Constitution.37".

[image caption 1]
Fortunately, those responsible are pursuing a clear, comprehensible course in the 
Corona crisis!

[image caption 2]
No!!
No way! You can't come in here without a mask!
Uh, but I
I just wanted a quickie. I just need to get 27 patients with hospital germs, please. !
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What inhumane consequences such nonsensical regulations can have is given 
to us in a private report from the social media. I quote anonymously: "I just 
drove towards M. In G. I see a little girl walking on the pavement. She is 
completely wet from the rain and is crying bitterly, already has red spots on her 
face, and the cars are just driving by. So did I, then I turned around and 
stopped next to her. I talked to the girl and told her what she was missing. "The 
bus wouldn't pick me up because I lost my mouth guard, and I don't know how 
to get home. The next bus doesn't leave for two hours," she trembled with cold 
and tears. She told me that she took her little niece to the childminder and lost 
the mouthguard on the way back. She is 10 years old and did not know what to 
do.38"





[image captions]
<top left to top right>
 And next, we'll order them to put on funny hats
Viruses
can be stopped by a mouth guard as little as a pair of underpants can stop a fart from 
running away!

<2nd left and 2nd right>
You Angela, on
April 27, I get
25 million masks supplied from China. Where am I going to put them? You got any 
ideas?

Sure, Annegret,
I've already talked to Jens, we'll simply introduce a mask duty starting Monday - and 
you'll be the heroine of the nation!

<3rd left caption>
Protecting yourself and others with masks three months after the outbreak of corona 
is like preventing a birth three months after fertilization with a condom.

<graph captions>
A little Virologist's Almanac
The perfect time to make masks mandatory in a pandemic
 Case numbers from RKI dashboard Image source: experience.arcgis.com/experience/
478220a4c454480e823b17327b2bf1d4

<bottom left and right>
 Starting next Monday, there will be a general laundry staple requirement in Germany. 
This means that every citizen is obliged to attach a clothes peg to each ear - 
especially during travel on public transport and when shopping. The clip must be 
made of wood, because only wood keeps the virus from entering the brain.

 For kneeling before the authorities
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Petition for the abolition of the general obligation to wear masks
openpetition.de/petition/online/abschaffung-der-mundschutz-bzw-maskenpflicht-in-
deutschland 

A teacher from Rhineland-Palatinate reports in a public letter to Heiko Schrang 
(heikoschrang.de): "The pupils have to wear the masks in the corridors and in 
the schoolyard. They also complain about breathing difficulties and headaches. 
I gave them the advice to get this certified by a doctor. In the meantime, other 

http://openpetition.de/petition/online/abschaffung-der-mundschutz-bzw-maskenpflicht-in-deutschland
http://openpetition.de/petition/online/abschaffung-der-mundschutz-bzw-maskenpflicht-in-deutschland


colleagues, encouraged by my certificate, are also venturing down this path. 
The masks are a health hazard. The students are mostly traumatized and 
taciturn, communication with masks is almost impossible [...] regular lessons 
are out of the question. The faces of the children are completely empty. On the 
first day of school I had to cry when I looked into the faces of the children when 
they were welcomed. It was shocking, frightening and just plain sad."

In fact, the obligation to wear them - not only in schools, but also in shops and 
on public transport - only applies if there is no health risk. So if you feel any 
health problems caused by wearing the mask, contact your family doctor and 
ask for a medical certificate (to be carried along when shopping).

Let's shorten the madness: Because of its senselessness and uselessness, the 
mask duty seems like a stupid obedience test for the population, like a symbol 
for the muzzle that the government has given the population - and cannot be 
justified by facts. Fight it! If necessary, label your masks with cheeky slogans, 
such as "Do you still wear mouthguards or do you already think?" or with an 
article of the Basic Law, get a medical certificate and sign the petition:

If you are bold, set an example, leave the muzzle off, risk a fine and then sue for 
it. Hans Tolzin describes what to do (see box).

Julian Reichelt, editor-in-chief of BILD, has also succinctly summarised the 
madness of the Corona play. On the day when the mask madness began, he 
sent the following message about Germany39: "Almost all the experts we 
(must) confide in during this crisis were so wrong in almost every assessment 
that our faith in them can only be explained with despair. They have almost 
mocked the wearing of masks. Now it is duty. They have warned against closing 
schools and daycare centres. Now millions of children have been at home for 
weeks. You've dismissed the idea of sealing the borders as useless. Now no 
one comes into the country. Despite all the measures you have taken, you have 
repeatedly warned of the imminent collapse of our health system. Now there is 
spooky silence and fear of unemployment on hospital corridors. The Robert 
Koch Institute has advised against autopsies. Now it is happening anyway and 
right-wing doctors say that by far not all of the dead have actually died of 
corona.39".

And further: "The experts must be right, because they must not be wrong. To 
have ruined the German economy prematurely would not be a way for any party 
[...] to survive. That's why we are experiencing stubbornness, obstinacy and 
dogmatism. Is it a good idea in our country to make fun of those who think 
differently and to rise in difficult times?39'



[text box]
Citizens' petitions! impfkritik.de/pressespiegel/2020050303.html
In order to attack the federal and state Corona ordinances, we need two things: 1. 
people who have a fine notice or other legal act, e.g. a written ban on assembly, and 
are ready to sue. Please send a copy to grundrechte@impfkritik.de. Such a fine may 
require a little courage, e.g. to enter a shop without a mask or to hold an unauthorized 
meeting. I cannot give a guarantee for the success of a lawsuit. But even without a 
fine, a lawsuit is possible, e.g. for visitors to church services, restaurant owners or 
business owners for whom the Corona Ordinance of their federal state restricts the 
freedom to practice their religion or their freedom of trade and profession - and 
possibly drives them into bankruptcy. In this case, too, please send an e-mail to 
grundrechte@impfkritik.de, stating the exact situation and your full address.2 Our 
association AGBUG helps the plaintiffs. Since legal action costs money, we are 
grateful for financial support.  You can transfer the money to the following 
account:Account holder: AGBUG, IBAN: DE13 6039 1310 0379 6930 03, reason for 
transfer: constitutional complaint.
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This is precisely the biggest problem with the crisis: those responsible are well 
aware that they listened to experts who (even earlier) were wrong with their 
assessments, that they imposed the lockdown without justification, that they 
ruined the German economy without any sense or benefit. That is what makes it 
so problematic. Because how do you find your way back without losing face 
(and your chair) - or even ending up in prison? So you artificially perpetuate the 
fairy tale of the high infection rate, the dangerousness, the immense death 
rates etc., you deliberately increase testing in order to maintain the case 
numbers.

Only if the population believes that the government has not caused them any 
damage at all, but the virus, can they get away without losing face. Only for this 
reason can we now cautiously move towards normality in small taps, must we 
relax and tighten up again, must a second wave come ... so that no one can see 



how avoidable the billions of dollars in damage were, the individual fates, the 
many dead who died not because of Corona but because of the lockdown.

The fates that accompany the lockdown are only just beginning to show their 
full extent.

Inns, restaurants, cafés and festivals are closed, major events, village festivals 
etc. are cancelled. As a result, the Wernecker brewery in Lower Franconia, 
founded in 1617 and now in its sixth generation of family ownership, has to 
close down as a result of the regulations40 . All employees are dismissed. The 
junior boss describes her struggle for survival in a moving video41 in the social 
media.

Tim Mälzer, who entertained us with TV cooking shows and ran high-quality 
restaurants, also struggled with tears in a recent show on Markus Lanz. He is 
apparently on the verge of bankruptcy, his 200 employees are unemployed42 
for the time being.

In the hotel and restaurant sector alone, Der Spiegel estimates the number of 
impending insolvencies at 70,000 cases43 to date. But of course travel 
agencies, bus, event, art, cultural and sports organisers and countless other 
sectors are also affected, some of them even those from which one would not 
expect it, such as a Berlin fruit and vegetable wholesaler. Here, too, 85 percent 
of the customers were lost due to the Corona Ordinance: company and 
university canteens, school and day-care centre caterers and the catering 
trade44. According to WeLT45 , around 2.1 million people in Germany are on 
the brink of economic ruin due to the lockdown consequences.

Even large companies are being hit, such as Herlitz, Holzmann, Dornier and 
others. According to a Creditreform expert, around 550,000 jobs will be lost 
this year as a result of company bankruptcies. But the wave of bankruptcies 
would only just be starting46 .

Every percentage point more in unemployment increases the suicide rate to the 
same extent. Some 9,000 suicides take place in Germany every year46b. 
Experts fear that this year there will be more, due to increased unemployment, 
over-indebtedness, bankruptcies among the self-employed and, last but not 
least, stress-related divorces and many other factors.

The French magazine "Midi Libre" reports in an article about suicides in Corona 
about a video conference, about which one of the psychiatrists told the 
following: "In the middle of the video conference, in which several hundred 
emergency doctors came together, it wiped us like an icy shower: We had a 
nurse who cut her throat. She thought she had infected her husband, who was 
having coughing fits.47"



A Swiss head psychiatrist expects a sharp increase in mental health problems 
and over 10,000 (additional) suicides worldwide due to the lockdown and 
unemployment.48

Axel Fischer (CDU) said he received daily e-mails and phone calls in which 
affected people reported on the catastrophic effects of the lockdown. The 
descriptions ranged from insolvencies and existential fears, from job losses to 
massive health impairments49. The treatment of heart attacks and strokes, for 
example, fell by up to 60 percent because patients no longer dared to go to 
hospitals50 .

[text box]
At first we thought it was a virus, then a pandemic - in the end it became a global IQ 
test!
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I find the fact that people are no longer allowed to see their loved ones when 
they die alone in hospital, i.e. they are no longer allowed to say goodbye to their 
mothers, grandmothers, etc., particularly terrible.
For parents, there is probably nothing worse than to experience the death of 
their own child, as in the case of Gertud and Peter E.: Their son died at the age 
of 56 from the consequences of a thrombosis - all alone in hospital. All the 
parents' pleading, begging and pleading did not help. They were no longer 
allowed to see their son or say goodbye to him51.
But it is not just a matter of particularly dramatic individual fates; the "ordinary" 
effects of the lockdown are devastating enough. For example, a mother reports 
on Facebook: "The children have been at home for almost 8 weeks now. They 
lack for nothing with us. By this I mean love, affection, attention and of course 
material things. And yet I have to watch my children getting worse every day. 
They miss school, their friends, grandma and grandpa, their clubs and 
freedoms. My children argue non-stop. They bitch and mob, insult and abuse 
each other, sometimes with fisticuffs, to get rid of their excess energy. In this 
way they show me that they are unhappy and that they are getting worse every 
day under the compulsion that prevails at the moment.
The website kollateral.news of the German specialist lawyer Viviane Fischer 
collects reports about "lockdown suffering" and the situation in German 
hospitals. Describe your personal fate there!

You can also document the damage you suffered due to the corona measures 



on the website klagepaten.eu. There you can also support people who became 
needy or fear that they might become needy due to the Corona measures, who 
see their basic social and freedom rights at risk, who fear for the future 
chances of their children. Financial support can also be obtained from: 
betterplace.me/finanzielle-hilfe-beiklagen-bzgl-coronamaßnahmen/.

All these damages, fates and problems raise a question. The question of ethics 
in particular. In other words, how should a government make decisions of 
consequence in times of crisis? What are the right decisions? What exactly is to 
be weighed against each other?

Ethics
The answer to these questions is surprisingly simple, even if people struggle 
with it - as is strangely true of many things, which is simple: ethics is simply 
about the question of greater good! In other words, one tries to find a solution 
that ensures the greatest good for the greatest number of people involved 
while at the same time causing the least possible damage - taking into account 
not only short-term, but above all long-term considerations. Transport, for 
example, costs the lives of 1.4 million people worldwide every year. Its 
prohibition, however, would cost far more lives. The same applies to countless 
other areas. Not even smoking is banned because the fundamental rights of the 
individual are valued more highly than individual health.

[image caption]
Dear Bundesburger!
You will receive the help package you requested
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[quote ]
"It annoys people that the real thing is so simple."
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.



Ethics is therefore reason with regard to the best long-term solution for the 
greatest good of all with the least possible damage. Ethical decisions require 
conscience, courage, common sense, long-term perspectives, but above all 
reliable data, i.e. correct information, figures, statistics and realistic 
assessments of all chances and possibilities, etc.

If a new epidemic appears on the horizon, the weighing up can be different 
than later, as long as no reliable data is available. Initially, it seems better to 
accept serious disadvantages for society as a whole in the short term (which 
can later be ironed out again by joining forces) than to frivolously wipe out half 
the nation.

But what do we at Corona throw in the balance today?

On the left-hand side of the scale we are currently throwing into the balance 
the barely countable, real damage that the lockdown has caused in the lives of 
83 million people - although we are only just beginning to guess at the extent 
of the total damage that is rolling towards us.

According to the Kurier, the Salzburg internist Jochen Schuler speaks of 
unquantifiable medical collateral damage caused by the lockdown: "At the 
moment there is a large number of patients who are not being well looked after. 
The usual paths in the health system are blocked for many. Many of us have the 
feeling that this will blow up in our faces.53" And Professor Dr. Gérard Krause, 
Head of Epidemiology at the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research, fears in 
an interview with ZDF: "These serious measures [...] could possibly cause more 
illness and death than the corona virus itself. [...] We know that unemployment, 
for example, causes illness and even increased mortality. It can also drive 
people to suicide.54

The left-hand scale also includes psychological problems, depression, loss of 
confidence in institutions, alcohol and pill abuse, domestic violence, child 
abuse, and many others. "Suicides, social anger, and legal action ... the 
potential benefits of compulsory mass isolation must be weighed against the 
psychological disadvantages, "55 stresses Dr. Samantha K. Brooks of King's 
College, London, in an article in the renowned Medical Tribune.

Other important factors on the left are job loss, existential fears, bankruptcies 
of the self-employed and small businesses, unemployment, poverty, 
homelessness, all other social, cultural and economic consequences, as well as 
the risk that the currently suspended rights of freedom will not be fully 
regained.

So what is the other side of the balance today, given such serious 



disadvantages? What outweighs all these terrible disadvantages? Answer: 
nothing! There is nothing in the right-hand pan of the scale today. Because 
there is no threat from an exponential curve (total mortality of 0.06 percent - 
whether with or without a lockdown). There are no peaks in hospital workload 
to be feared, nor are there any lives saved by the lockdown (but real threats)! 
There is simply nothing in the right-hand scale - except perhaps fear! The fear 
that politicians and mass media have intentionally and artificially drummed into 
people in drumfire manner.
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In fact, however, not even fear justifies maintaining the lockdown! It is also 
unfounded, as hundreds of independent experts of rank and reputation confirm 
to us, such as Prof. Dr. Karin Mölling, internationally renowned virologist, former 
director of the Institute for Medical Virology in Zurich, holder of the First Class 
Cross of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany: "I feel that what is 
happening at the moment is what we experience more or less every winter. In 
my opinion, the disease is not as bad as influenza. [...] I am of the opinion that 
one looks selectively at only one thing here and fills it with a certain panic. [...] I 
am of the opinion that we have already had such situations several times and 
that now, with regard to the measures, the arc is being overstretched. We need 
air and sun. Air dilutes the viruses, and sunlight with UV light kills them. But 
don't let's have a curfew. You can't catch it on the street.

"The percentage of serious cases and death rates is overestimated by a factor 
of 10. ...] Anyone who wrongly assesses the current procedure as appropriate 
would probably have to demand this every year with the same consistency in 
view of the annual influenza data in our country.57" Professor Dr. Dr. Martin 
Haditsch, specialist in microbiology, virology and infection epidemiology.

"The figures of 20,000 or 50,000 corona-infected people mentioned every day 
in different countries are complete nonsense. [...] The current measures are not 
based on facts, but are an irrational overreaction!58" Dr. G. Reuther, physician, 
author of the book “The betrayed Patient".

"It is often said that if one now compares this corona virus with influenza, it is a 
trivialization. But this is not so! The worst year of influenza [...] in Germany so 
far was the winter of 2018, when about 25,000 people died in Germany within a 
period of 8 weeks. With Corona we are very, very far away from this situation. 
Nevertheless, the fear that many have is much greater than it was in the winter 
of 2018.59" Dr. Carsten Scheller, Professor of Virology at the University of 
Würzburg.

One could continue such quotations for pages. Why does the German 
government listen to just one virologist, who tends to change his opinion from 
one day to the next, when hundreds of top-class experts are of the opposite 
opinion?

If, despite all this, you are still afraid of Corona, there is only one thing left to 



do: turn off your TV, because the worry can't come from anywhere else! This 
brings us seamlessly to the next chapter:

Fake News
In the course of the Corona crisis we are experiencing a frightening degree of 
synchronisation. There is hardly any contribution in the mass media that has 
been researched in a balanced way, that presents the facts correctly or that 
allows experts from different camps to speak (actually the basic rule of good 
journalism'). It's just a theatre of fear that tries to assassinate everyone who 
doesn't play along, but at the same time richly rewards every hireling who says 
his little sayings well-behaved.
On the one hand we have a dirty dozen "heroic virus hunters" who want to free 
the world from "evil": Angela Merkel (physicist), Jens Spahn (banker and 
pharmaceutical lobbyist), Christian Drosten (virologist, has rather little 
knowledge of epidemiology and health), RKI boss Lothar Wieler (veterinarian), 
the WHO together with its boss Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus (former Marxist 
terrorist) and of course the tough drill sergeant "Kill-Bill" (computer freak with a 
lot of money) as well as a few others. You decide where to go. You get full 
media attention 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You dictate the program.

[image caption]
The German Michel after one hour of television consumption
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On the other hand, we have hundreds and hundreds of experts, professors, 
specialists, scientists, medical specialists, chief physicians, heads of clinics, 
epidemiologists, microbiologists, researchers, institute directors, but also 
statisticians, analysts, economists, etc., who do not get one minute of airtime. 



Each scientist, each citizen, who expresses itself publicly, each prominent one 
of so far good reputation (like e.g. the author of veganer cook books Attila 
Hildmann), which contradicts the "official opinion", is considered now suddenly 
as conspiracy theorists, national menace, liars or worse. Recently, this even 
affects the Catholic Church. You read correctly. The Tagesschau of May 9th 
headlined - Attention, please sit down and fasten your seat belt: "Bishops 
spread conspiracy theories"! High personalities of the Catholic Church had 
previously published a "Call for the Church and for the World" in eleven 
languages so far. You can find the text, including the possibility to sign it, at 
veritasliberabitvos.info. It is so good, you have to read it! 

The letter from a professor to Eva Hermann and Andreas Popp of the 
Wissensmanufaktur (wissensmanufaktur.net) also illuminates the extent of the 
current censorship: "I work [in a leading position] in a hospital [...] with over 
600 beds. Yesterday, during our daily meeting in the crisis team, I had an open 
discussion with our board of directors about the current events and their view 
of things. It's frightening that there are so many doctors, most of whom inform 
themselves from the mainstream and some of whom even demand the 
minimum distance in team meetings. To my relief, I was able to note that we in 
our group are in general agreement about the "danger" of the coronavirus. The 
statements of a leading physician, who is very well connected up to politics, left 
me speechless. He knows no one in his network of virologists, epidemiologists 
and microbiologists who agrees with the official presentation of Mr Drosten, the 
RKI and politics. Many of them had tried to go public, and some of them had 
been put under massive pressure - from their own employers. Some of them 
had been threatened, for example with early retirement or leave of absence. 
This of course explains why there are not more voices in public. Another doctor 
told me that he had written to the federal government. He was then personally 
called by the Ministry of Health and, to use his own words, he was "in real 
trouble".60".

Appropriately, the site unzensuriert.at revealed on 27 April that system-
compliant media were being generously rewarded with rescue money: "The 
silence of the 'independent' media was immediately rewarded: with a million-
dollar support package for daily and weekly newspapers. The money will be 
given to them completely unbureaucratically, in contrast to the many 
entrepreneurs whom the federal government has degraded to petitioners.61".

The fact that even the Spiegel took 2.3 million of Gates' money has got around 
by now62 - readable on the official site of the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation itself63. The paper took revenge for this with an article in which it 
defended the "altruistic philanthropist" against evil conspiracy theorists.

In it, we should at the same time identify a main reason for what we call the 
"corona crisis" - as well as for all restrictive measures. For without this media 



mismatch, betrayal, dereliction of duty and irresponsibility on the part of the 
media, in 2020 we would have been talking about a mild wave of influenza, with 
an accumulation of severe lung symptoms in a few regions (box).

Without prostituting mass media, the Corona crisis would have been 
unthinkable, without the panic it spread, the lockdown would have been 
impossible to enforce. The "corona crisis" is therefore first and foremost a 
crisis of the mass media. This too will soon be an extra despatch.

[text box]
One of the main causes of severe lung symptoms
A government study64 published by a renowned medical publisher recently shed light 
on the mystery of severe lung symptoms. It investigated the link between long-term 
exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Covid-19-related mortality. A total of66 
regions in Italy, Spain, France and Germany were investigated for their nitrogen 
dioxide accumulation. The results show that 78 percent of deaths are spread over 
only five regions in northern Italy and central Spain. In addition to the highest 
nitrogen dioxide concentrations, these regions have a downward air flow that 
prevents effective reduction of air pollution. The authors of the study conclude that 
these circumstances are among the most important factors influencing the high 
mortality in these regions.
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[quotes]

"I would welcome it if the state media would deal with the content of the 
criticism of the Corona politics for once, instead of discrediting the critics 
as conspiracy theorists". 
Hans-Georg Maaßen (*1962) via Twitter,
Lawyer and until 2018 President of the Federal Office for the Protection of 
the Constitution

"Anything against WHO recommendations or pronouncements will be 
removed from YouTube."
Susan Wojcicki, CEO of YouTube



"The major media outlets have all been infiltrated. We need alternative 
media. We need truthful media. We need people who do good research, 
who sometimes say: "I don't know one hundred percent, but it could be 
so." 
Sido (*1980), German rapper, music producer

"A cynical, venal, demagogic press will, in time, create a people, that is as 
vile as they themselves."
Joseph Pulitzer (1847-1911), US journalist, editor, publisher

In this context, let us take a look at the southern hemisphere: they have always 
been a special people, the Australians - freedom-loving, cheeky, disobedient. In 
a nationwide action they are currently destroying their televisions. "Mainstream 
media, you are the virus" is the credo of the protesters65 . They seem to have 
found the core of the poodle, to have identified the real enemy! For hardly 
anything else contributes to people behaving like lemmings, begging for their 
own enslavement and kicking their freedom rights into the green bin with a 
good deal of taste. To cut us a slice from the Aussies might not harm us here in 
Germany, which brings us to the next chapter:

Dangerous freedom or safe slavery?
Life is dangerous. It always has been - "and that's a good thing". Living people 
love danger! It is the salt of life. If you take the danger out of life, it becomes 
bland. If one takes all danger, one kills life itself or transforms it into a decadent 
wasteland. For decades our modern society has been on the fatal path to 
banish all potential or imagined dangers from life: Compulsory bicycle helmets 
for children, compulsory use of seat belts, excessive traffic regulations, speed 
cameras and speed limits, vaccinations here, pills there, insurance for this, 
precautions for that. No area of life without a fat safety catalogue!

In my youth, we children were out and about on our bikes all day long - without 
helmets and without knee protection. Our parents did not know where we were, 
there were no mobile phones. We played in the dirt, climbed around on 
unsecured building sites and scaffolding, explored ruins, strange roofs, cellars 
and underground secret passages - as all children of all less coddled 
generations did.
Why do you think people like to ride a motorcycle, when it is the method of 
transport with the most fatal accidents? Why do people indulge in bungee 
jumping, parachuting, hang gliding, gliding, mountain climbing or even free 
climbing? Because we only feel the full life in us when we defy danger!

Only the half-dead want safety. Those who live want freedom - and that is 
always dangerous. Those who go out among the people with "security" to catch 
voices, in truth promise them slavery. That is why the famous philosopher 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau said: "I prefer dangerous freedom to quiet servitude."



A ghost never really dies, but can sink into a death-like state - among other 
things through too much safety, too little danger, too much boredom, too little 
challenge - all things that actually kill a ghost in the long run. So, whoever 
preaches us safety pays homage to the body and enslaves the spiritual soul.
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Does this make it clear in which category you can classify certain efforts? 
Apparitions like vaccination, for example. Do you think that evolution, which has 
faced all the challenges for millions of years, is so flawed that it now needs 
vaccines for survival, of all things, for the most highly developed species? Or 
that animal species became extinct because they had no vaccination?

So: What is the greatest good in life? The care of our eternal, spiritual and 
mental self! The importance of a body is related to the freedom of the spirit like 
a perishable crumb to the majestic eternity of the universe.
Freedom has always cost human lives (bodies). Why should it be any different 
today? How many people had to give their lives in the past - for religious 
freedom, human and fundamental rights? How many millions upon millions have 
died for the fact that we can live in a constitutional state, in a republic? How 
many people died, not only in Germany, but in countless countries around the 
world, so that today there are states under the rule of law, where at least an 
attempt is made to grant people basic, including spiritual, freedoms and human 
rights?

Millions, if not - throughout history - even a billion people have died for these 
high goods. But all of a sudden these highest goods of 83 million Germans are 
supposed to be worth less than a potential physical prolongation of life (which 
in reality does not exist and which was never the issue)? And of people who, 
without panic-induced mistreatment, might not even die!

This brings me to the remarkable sputum of a doctor that recently crossed my 
path in the social media:

"Dear conspiracy dodgers, ignoramuses, dumbasses, hobby agents, smart 
alecks, small potatoes, superegoists... My colleagues and I are on the Corona 
front. We fight for people's lives. I don't give a shit whether Corona was 
invented to enslave us all [...], whether any statistics (the whore of 
mathematics!) say that only x percent of Germans might fall ill and die. I don't 
give a shit if there are complaints about personal restrictions [...]. I don't give a 
shit if mommies and daddies cry because they are forced to take care of their 
own offspring. All this goes for miles around... for miles. If people have to die 
because you, the ignorant and egoists, only see yourselves and your 
'disadvantages', because you, dear conspiracy fanatics, see the apocalypse 



and the enslavement of mankind for the umpteenth time, you dummies [...], 
then the fun stops with me. You think you're strong until one of your loved ones 
gets hit and you can only watch from behind the glass. I'm tired of reading 
about people with big mouths but proportionately corresponding small brains, 
what you can read at home at the living room table. In contrast to all of you, I 
see reality - and it is extremely unpleasant. I have a terrible suspicion that it's 
not only Corona that's claiming victims, but a very old, well-known virus - 
selfishness."

Let us now use this effusion for a brief summary. So when a doctor makes such 
statements, you can understand her despair to a certain extent, but she is 
wrong in every respect, without exception:
Because (1) the lockdown does not change the appearance of severe 
symptoms: Most corona measures, as we now know, were ineffective from the 
outset. Severe respiratory symptoms are not caused solely and causally by 
viruses, but have additional causes. A lockdown can at best slow down the 
general spread of an infection, but not prevent it.

The fact that this doctor wants to save human lives is commendable. But 
question (2) is whether she does. Because orthodox medicine does not know 
any treatment for viral lung symptoms. Experimental treatments and drug 
combinations do not help, but are real life-threats themselves. Invasive 
ventilation leads to death in corona patients almost twice as often as usual66. 
The next dispatch will explain why this is so. Isolation, panic measures, bad 
news etc. increase the risk of death through the nocebo effect.

(3) 83 million healthy people are no less important than those in poor health.

(4) Millions of people have died for our freedom, our fundamental rights, the 
rule of law throughout history. Freedom always comes at a high price. Why 
should today be any different?
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Whoever does not think and act courageously now, contributes by his passivity 
to the fact that these high goods are sacrificed on the altar of followers.

Here (5) it is not about selfishness, but about millions of existences, about real 
people, their justified fears, their psychological problems. It is about families, 
businesses, about all our lives, about the functioning of our entire society! And 
about the rule of law and the fundamental rights for which millions upon 
millions of our ancestors lost their lives, which means (6) respect for the lives 
of our ancestors.

Last but not least, (7) it is not just about the tragedy in one station, but about 



the whole world! About the real world of healthy, living and working people - 
but above all about our future!

Nobody would have objected to a three-week lockdown if there had actually 
been an exponential spread, if the same person had achieved demonstrable, 
measurable results and if the hospitals had actually been loaded beyond their 
capacity limits. But all this never happened! Without scare tactics there would 
certainly have been fewer patients and fewer deaths.

And when the "Bavarian Rambo" (Söder) on television rambles: "We don't allow 
experiments with our health", I am inclined to put a very indecent word in my 
mouth!

What a mockery. What mockery! What contempt for mankind! "We will not 
permit experiments on our health." Don't make me laugh. Well, Mr. Söder, what 
exactly is happening in our hospitals? Aren't patients being treated 
experimentally - as guinea pigs, so to speak?

And what are all those genetic vaccines that you have advocated for forced 
injection? All of them are untested, high-risk genetic procedures that have 
never been used on humans before - and could have completely unforeseeable, 
long-term, hidden side effects. Procedures that could be safely applied in five 
years at the earliest - if at all.

And what is currently happening in our society, to 83 million people? Is this not 
also a large-scale population experiment? To what extent can people be 
controlled, bullied and bullied? What happens to their health during the 
lockdown? How many people are likely to kill themselves? How many will end up 
in depression?

So you do not want to allow experiments with our health? Well, then send the 
patients back home to a familiar environment, where they will receive loving 
care, GP and medical help, healthy food, food supplements and vitamins, 
proven natural healing methods that strengthen the immune system, etc. Then 
let people go out into the fresh air, into the sun - this is more effective than 
locking them up at home (or even in an intensive care unit). You don't want any 
experiments? Then end the lockdown! You don't want experiments? Then ban 
genetic vaccines!

Normalcy only with vaccine?
All announced vaccines "against corona" are completely new types of vaccines, 
in which genetic material is introduced into body cells - a genetic field 
experiment on humans! These new methods are so flammable that we will be 
dedicating a detailed dispatch to them.
Previous influenza vaccines were bred on chicken eggs. One chicken egg was 
needed per vaccine dose. Therefore, researchers in the northern hemisphere 



were already searching for the virus types in the southern hemisphere in the 
summer. They assumed that similar viruses would be circulating in this country 
a few months later, developed a vaccine and began to multiply it - a lengthy 
and costly process with a very limited capacity.

The new genetic vaccines are free of such obstacles. They are produced 
synthetically and can be thrown onto the market in almost infinite quantities.
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[quote]
"In a real crisis, no one would think of filing a suit with the Federal 
Constitutional Court to allow a political demonstration in this situation."
Senior Government Councillor K., (eh.) employee in the Federal Ministry of 
the Interior

A billionaire from a different field recently threatened the world that normality 
would only return when a vaccine was available - which, according to him, 
would be possible in 18 months. The race for vaccine approval has begun. Due 
to the "urgency of the situation", manufacturers and home virologists have 
already asked for abbreviated, simplified approval procedures (i.e. for 
permission to inject insufficiently tested genetic vaccines with uncertain 
results).

But no matter how fast or slow the pharmaceutical multinationals will be: We 
now have Covid-19! In a few months we will have Covid-20 or Rhino-20, the 
"bat flu" or Covid-21b with other virus subtypes. In other words: Until the 
vaccine is available, another virus sow is already running through the village, 
which has little in common with the current virus.

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg says: "It is absolutely certain that the SARS virus is also 
changing continuously and at great speed. What good is a vaccination against 
something that has long since changed incalculably? [...] That is why proofs of 
immunity are a farce - and if they become law, a chicanery that cannot be 
justified from a health point of view. [...] Up to now it was also the case that 
other viruses were happy and spread, where one type of virus was made more 
difficult to live by vaccination. The Wuhan viruses are yesterday's news.67

Apart from this, it has not yet been established that flu vaccinations have ever 
had any influence on the general occurrence of infections. Prof. Dr. Wallach has 
discovered a revealing study on this. In a blog article with the headline: "The 
infection rate of SARS-CoV-2 and the crazy hope for vaccination" he writes68: 
"But what amazes me most about this study is the fact that the vaccination rate 
with the corresponding flu vaccines has increased significantly and linearly 
over the years, but this increase was completely uncorrelated* with the 



infection rates! This is so incredible that anyone who does not believe it should 
take a look at the original graph69 for themselves. Vaccination and infection 
rates are completely uncorrelated.

Another illogicality: The WHO has said, according to the lawyer Ralf Ludwig, 
that there should be no immunity passport, because it is not certain that 
someone who has gone through the disease is immune. Prof. Drosten also said 
according to ntv that it is not the case that the antibodies alone "make" 
immunity, they are only an indicator of a survived infection. An antibody test 
does not prove immunity. Well, that is interesting! Because if it is true that 
antibodies do not make you immune at all, what would be the point of a 
vaccination?

Claims
The basic rights (Articles 1 to 19 of the German Constitution) are called 
fundamental rights because one cannot normally suspend or restrict them.
They are mainly rights of defence of the citizen (freedom of the press, freedom 
of assembly, inviolability of the home, etc.) against attacks by the government. 
If a government restricts fundamental rights, it must be able to justify this on a 
sound basis. It has an ongoing duty to justify its actions to the citizens. The 
government is currently not fulfilling this duty. The same obligation applies if 
the government "relaxes" measures while suspending new basic rights, such as 
when restaurants are opened, for example, where it is now simultaneously 
required that restaurant owners note the names and addresses of guests. This, 
too, must be justified on legal, scientific and epidemiological grounds.

*correlate: to be in a correlation, to show a connection, to be related to each 
other (lat. correlatio: correlation).

[image captions]



Fig. 3: Corona course in comparison to real disease course
Official figures of the Robert Koch Institute (RKI)

yellow: percentage of corona cases (test positives) among those tested

red: Typical course in a real epidemic (exponential increase of the infestation over 
time).

week: calendar week (see also fig. 1)
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We demand (1) that the government should finally provide this justification, and 
that it should be substantiated and proven, e.g. ...

... why SARS-CoV-2 undoubtedly and solely causes the current symptoms. 
Which studies she refers to, which experts and dissenting voices she has 
heard,

... why she believes that SARS- CoV-2 is more contagious than conventional flu 
viruses, what studies she refers to, what experts she has heard,

... why Covid-19 is said to have a higher mortality rate than other flu cases. 
Which scientific studies prove how SARS-CoV-2 triggers the severe lung 
symptoms, why the causal involvement of other viruses, other causes, other 
concomitant circumstances is excluded.

... what demonstrable positive effects the suspension of basic rights had on the 
so-called "higher legal interest", what this legal interest was in their opinion - 
and what clear advantages the chosen measures had over possible milder 
means.

We therefore call (2) for a parliamentary committee of inquiry to be set up to 
clarify the issues mentioned on page 30.
We demand (3) that the government work towards ...
... that the WHO change the definition of pandemic level 6*,
... that the WHO may no longer receive private sector funds/grants,

... that virus tests based on PCR are generally prohibited, since they are 
unsuitable as diagnostic procedures.

What you can do
The current behaviour of the government suggests that the population is to be 
kept in an alternating state of loosening and tightening, repeal and new 
regulations, at the end of which no one will be able to see through and which 



will ultimately drive everyone into lethargy, in which it is better to do nothing at 
all as a precautionary measure than possibly do the wrong thing. Then in 
autumn the "second corona wave" will roll in, will last through the winter, until in 
spring the third wave comes, and so on.

It could be that this will not stop until the "Final Solution of the Corona 
Question" is presented - no matter what it may look like. And the people will cry 
out in their desperation and exhaustion: "Yes, OK, the main thing is that this 
madness finally stops! That is why it is important that the citizens fight back 
today, ask questions, critically question, demonstrate, inform themselves, 
distribute dispatches etc. until the situation is completely resolved!

On every day of the calendar, there are currently demonstrations in 10 - 20 
cities with hundreds, sometimes thousands of people! Take part! An overview 
can be found e.g. in the Telegram*- channel of the Corona rebels (one group 
for each state) as well as on Facebook: face- book. com/groups/Corona rebels/.

Committee of Inquiry
Write to your Member and ask him or her to support a committee of inquiry 
(see box on page 30). Only if enough pressure is built up from below, and those 
responsible realise that they could be up against it, will things change. Only a 
complete reappraisal of the mistakes and deceptions will be able to prevent a 
repetition of such events.
Party Resistance 2020
Dr. Bodo Schiffmann, a physician from Sinsheim, who published new videos 
every day with the disagreements on Corona (almost 50 so far, with tens of 
millions of video calls) and Ralf Ludwig, the lawyer who forced the 
demonstration ban in Stuttgart before the Federal Constitutional Court, 
decided to found a party. Their "Resistance 2020" gained more than 100,000 
members within a few days, thus exceeding the number of members of the 
Greens and being, measured by members, the fourth strongest party in the 
country after SPD, CDU/CSU! Within three weeks! This shows how big the 
protest of the population against the Corona measures is. The people are fed 
up!

*Change of the pandemic level 6: The proclamation of the highest pandemic 
level 6 by the WHO is nowadays caused by "growing and continuous 
transmissions from person to person in the whole population". Before 2009, 
certain case numbers and, above all, high mortality rates had to be given. More: 
naturheilt.com/blog/who-changed-pandemic criteria/
*Telegram: Telegram is a free messaging service for use on smartphones, 
tablets and PCs. Telegram is especially known for not censoring or deleting 
user contributions: telegram.org/. 
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Shortly after the number of Green members was exceeded and the first media 
became aware of the "new danger", the website was attacked and sabotaged. 
The Resistance 2020 is currently working hard to get this problem under 
control, which will hopefully be the case when you hold this dispatch in your 
hands.

Support the Resistance 2020, membership is free of charge. I don't believe in a 
saviour, but I think it is important that the resistance against the Corona 
madness is also politically manifested, but above all that the old parties shake 
their knees and say: "What?! Resistance 2020 has more members than the 
CDU?! Help!!" Because only such coercion or pressure from outside/down 
should "motivate" them to make politics in the sense of population. Here the 
link: www.widerstand2020.de!

Democratic resistance
The Berlin journalist Anselm Lenz organises the so-called democratic 
resistance, which organises countless events throughout Germany. The group 
publishes the newspaper "Der Widerstand" - the voice of the non-partisan 
liberal opposition and the critical intelligentsia in the Federal Republic of 
Germany on the basis of the Basic Law. Everything else about it here: 
nichtohneuns.de/.

Deutscher Presserat presserat.de/beschwerde.html Whenever you encounter a 
tendentious article/report in the media, write a complaint to the Deutscher 
Presserat and refer to the point of the press codex that has been violated. I will 
give you the most important ones in the box. Bear in mind that point 10 also 
includes, for example, "Weltanschauung". So if naturopathic, homeopathic 
approaches to healing are spurned or ridiculed in an article, this is a violation of 
point 10. If alternative scientists are not mentioned in the media or are 
specifically excluded, this is a violation of point 12.

Petition
Although the compulsory vaccination against corona is supposedly off the table 
in the new draft of the Infection Protection Act, it is to be feared that it could 
come back through the back door or the EU. A petition against it has so far 
reached 460,000 co-signatories (p. 31).

http://www.widerstand2020.de


[text box]
Press Code: Complaint to the Press Council
1. truthfulness and respect for human dignity Respect for the truth, respect for human 
dignity and truthful information of the public are the highest precepts of the press.
2. accuracy: research is an indispensable instrument of journalistic accuracy. 
Information in words, pictures and graphics intended for publication must be checked 
for its truthfulness with the care required by the circumstances and reproduced 
truthfully. Their meaning may not be distorted or falsified by editing, heading or 
captioning. Unconfirmed reports, rumours and assumptions must be made 
recognisable.
3 Correction: Published news or allegations, in particular those of a personal nature, 
which subsequently prove to be false, must be corrected immediately by the 
publication organ which brought them, in an appropriate manner and of its own 
accord.
7. separation of advertising and editorial work: The responsibility of the press towards 
the public requires that editorial publications are not influenced by the private or 
business interests of third parties or by the personal economic interests of 
journalists. Publishers and editors fend off such attempts and ensure a clear 
separation between editorial text and publications for advertising purposes.
9. protection of honour: It is contrary to journalistic ethics to offend people's honour 
by inappropriate representations in words and pictures.
10. religion and worldview: The press refrains from defaming religious, ideological or 
moral convictions.
11. sensationalist reporting: The press refrains from inappropriately sensationalising 
portrayals of violence, brutality and suffering.



12. discrimination: No one may be discriminated against because of their sex, 
disability or membership of an ethnic, religious, social or national group.
14) Medical reporting: In the case of medical topics, an inappropriate sensationalist 
portrayal which could arouse hopes or fears in the reader is to be avoided. Research 
results that are at an early stage should not be presented as completed or nearly 
completed.
15. privileges: The acceptance of advantages of any kind which could be likely to 
impair the freedom of decision of the publisher and the editorial staff is incompatible 
with the reputation, independence and mission of the press. Anyone who accepts a 
bribe for the distribution or suppression of news is acting dishonourably and in 
breach of his profession.

Conclusion
From A to Z, the matter makes no sense - neither the "disease" nor the 
"pandemic" and certainly not the government's behaviour. Humanity has kicked 
its basic rights down the drain and ruined the world economy because of a 
common flu epidemic with regionally clustered lung symptoms (box page 22 or 
23). The damage is a million times greater than the benefit - and this was 
known from the very beginning!
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Questions for the committee of inquiry

A Parliamentary Investigation Committee (PU) is a temporary parliamentary 
committee for the investigation of facts by means of special powers under the 
relevant Constitution or the relevant Investigation Committee Act, the 
disclosure of which is in the public interest. By setting up a PU, parliaments are 
given the opportunity to investigate matters independently, especially those 
which are within the government's sphere of responsibility and which indicate 
maladministration, and thus to exercise parliamentary control over a 
government. The opposition or minority has the right to participate in the 
investigation in the same way as the committee majority, in particular to submit 
requests for evidence. By means of requests for evidence, the committee of 
inquiry can, for example, demand the submission of files and hear witnesses. 
Evidence is taken at meetings, and at the end of the investigation a report is 
drawn up on the results.

On the pandemic
What motivates the German government to continue to speak of a "pandemic" 
when the course of infection (see Figure 3) does not show any typical 
characteristics of a pandemic or, on the contrary, shows the typical course of a 
completely normal (weak) wave of influenza or cold?
What are the reasons why the government considers Covid-19 to be a threat to 
the population, even though the mortality rate is not significantly different from 
previous reference periods or even significantly lower than in January/February 



2017, March/April 2018 and July/August 2018, when the government showed no 
activity?

About the measures
What concrete scenarios were available on 13.03.20, and for what reason did 
the government decide to restrict contact and not to establish herd immunity?
With what reasons does the government justify the high economic damage and 
the additional deaths resulting from its measures, especially considering the 
fact that the measures to slow down the spread of infection were no longer 
justifiable since the end of March at the latest?
What are the reasons for the closure of day-care centres, kindergartens, 
schools and universities, when the disease passes by young people without 
leaving a trace and a natural immunity of as many people as possible is more 
likely to help in the fight against still little-known pathogens?
On what grounds does the government maintain restrictions on fundamental 
rights, such as distance rules, regulations for hairdressers and restaurants, 
etc., when Prof. Streeck's study has shown that infection did not occur while 
shopping or in a restaurant, but only at major events?
Based on what medical, epidemiological figures, facts and studies does the 
government consider it necessary to wear masks?
How does the government justify the maintenance of restrictive and 
fundamental rights suspending measures in connection with the fact that the 
so-called reproduction rate has fallen below the target value of "1" since March 
21?

About the tests
On what grounds has the government approved the testing of the population 
with unapproved, non-calibrated RT-PCR tests that are unsuitable for 
diagnostic purposes?

On the overloading of the health care system
If, however, (1) as we know from Prof. Streeck's Heinsberg study, the 
overburdening of the health care system has never been and will never be, and 
if, however, as the government (2) admits in its own brochure "Government 
measures to contain the Covid 19 pandemic", at no time has there been any 
utilisation of intensive care beds or And if (3) the slowing of the rate of infection 
to avoid peak loads was the main reason for all restrictions and suspensions of 
basic rights, how does the government justify maintaining restrictions and 
suspensions of basic rights - and how does it justify the rules on mouthguards, 
spacing, etc.? rules in schools etc., and name registration in restaurants etc.?

To the dead
How does the government differentiate between deaths caused exclusively by 
corona and deaths with random virus presence?
How many deaths are there in Germany in the period of the corona crisis who 
died exclusively from corona? Those who (1) were significantly younger than 



the average age of death, (2) did not suffer from any other fatal pre-existing 
disease, (3) no other (influenza) viruses or bacterial infections could be 
detected in laboratory diagnostics, (4) a differential diagnosis could exclude 
other possible causes of death, and (5) an autopsy revealed no other possible 
causes of death?
What makes the government stick to restrictive measures suspending basic 
rights, when a maximum three-digit number of people (probably less, see 
previous questions) have died in total exclusively from corona in Germany?
How many additional deaths as a result of the restrictive and fundamental 
rights-suspending regulations (lockdown) has the government been able to 
determine so far?

Additional questions
Why has the German government diametrically opposed the first basic rule in 
crisis situations ("Avoid panic!")?

Why did the Federal Government accept the completely unscientific collection 
of case numbers and death rates, or even make use of them itself in some 
cases?

Which experts did the government hear in corona, epidemic, crisis questions, 
which did not, and which criteria were decisive for the respective decision?

Did the Federal Government exert any kind of influence on the reporting of the 
mass media?

Which external forces, groups etc. may have influenced the government's 
decisions?

Has the government acted against its better judgment in individual decisions 
and is there possibly even fraudulent intent according to § 263 of the German 
Penal Code?

Has the government, by its decrees, acted against coercion
§ guilty of violating section 240 of the penal code? (1) Whoever unlawfully 
compels a person to commit an act, tolerate or refrain from committing an act, 
toleration or refrain from committing a serious offence shall be punished with 
imprisonment for up to three years or with a fine. (4) In particularly serious 
cases the penalty shall be imprisonment from six months to five years. As a 
rule, a particularly serious case is given if the perpetrator [...] abuses his 
powers or his position as a public official.
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This is why there is increasing resistance from the population! Everywhere 



associations, citizens' initiatives, protests, new magazines, internet channels, 
even new parties are forming. More and more experts, doctors, lawyers, 
scientists and other courageous citizens speak out publicly. There are 
demonstrations with tens of thousands of participants. For the demonstration 
in Stuttgart on the 3rd weekend of May alone, 500,000 participants had 
registered. Again: 500,000! Of course, this "had to" be stopped immediately 
and the authorities limited the number to 5,000. But think about it: If there are 
more than 500,000 awake people in Baden-Württemberg alone who are 
standing on their hind legs, the question arises how long it will be before 
nobody pays any attention to the Corona nonsense anymore - and everyone 
continues to live their lives as before!

The government cannot justify the restriction or suspension of fundamental 
rights. Either demonstrations and complaints now lead to the full restoration of 
all fundamental rights - or Article 20 of the Basic Law applies: "(2) All state 
power emanates from the people. (3) Legislation is bound to the constitutional 
order, executive power and jurisdiction are bound to the law and justice. (4) All 
Germans have the right of resistance against anyone who undertakes to abolish 
this order, if other remedies are not possible".

In this sense: Let's continue, let's try all possible remedies, until the madness is 
completely dissolved, until all regulations are out of force and all basic rights 
are fully restored - and that without the obligation to wear a mouth guard, 
without distance rules, without proof of immunity, vaccination, tracking app ... 
and all other nonsense!

Thank you for thinking along! 
Thank you for taking part!
Michael Kent

[text box]
Petition: Forbid compulsory vaccination by law
openpetition.com/petition/online/corona-virus-covid19-vaccine-as-a-saver-forced-
vaccinations-legally-ban 

- Doctors for Education: ärzte-für-aufklärung.de/ 

- Appeal of the German doctors: aerzteinnenvorort.de/  

http://openpetition.com/petition/online/corona-virus-covid19-vaccine-as-a-saver-forced-vaccinations-legally-ban
http://openpetition.com/petition/online/corona-virus-covid19-vaccine-as-a-saver-forced-vaccinations-legally-ban
http://xn--rzte-fr-aufklrung-pqbn68b.de/
http://aerzteinnenvorort.de/


- Call from Professor Wallach: mwgfd.de/  

- Support the call of the Catholic clergy: veritasliberabitvos.info/call/ 
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